PIMAPAY

A DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
CRYPTO-ASSETS PLATFORM
FOR HUMANS
The inherent value of cryptocurrencies as an alternative payment method has
gained critical mass adoption among investors, entrepreneurs, and consumers
over the last few years. Such popularity would not be possible without the
blockchain technology, which has taken a number of world banks and
corporations on a quest to increase the efficiency of their services.

With PIMAPAY, usability issues, related to virtual currencies are resolved in an
innovative way. The platform gathers the most popular cryptocurrency services
and products into one portal allowing users to gain control over their finances, to
manage transactions, to integrate merchants’ payments, to deposit funds and so
much more.

NOTABLE PIMAPAY ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
Crypto-Asset wallet
Market-Trade major cryptocurrencies and tokens.
Exchange (Swap).
Merchant API services.
Voucher systems – Generate. Sell, resell, purchase vouchers.
Bounty – Grant mining and admin permissions and earn
Games
Hoarding – Earn by staking your pimacoin.
Pimapay gateway – Send/receive internationally.
Send any cryptocurrency to any fiat currency with/without wallet.
Pimacoin mining (Nodes)

PROFITABLE MECHANISM OF
PIMAPAY ECOSYTEM

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF
PIMAPAY

Independently everyone can turn Pimapay into what
he or she wants. Extend transfer services such as
international transfer to any country, region,
community. Both rural and urban areas. Earn huge
profits by simply running pimpay as an agent. You
help someone send money anywhere, you make
profit on each transaction successfully executed.

We use pimacoin as the internal mechanism for
interaction within the entire pimapay ecosystem
(Used protocol is the multichain blockchain)

Use, sell and resell vouchers to anyone and make profit.
No prior knowledge is required, just hit the button and
you’re good to go.
Using pimapay affiliate system can be a powerful tool
generating more income into your pocket.

Permissions, (mining and admin), hoarding, rely on
pimacoin only.
Withdraw and convert your either earned or profited
pimacoin to your local currency instantly.

Also Pimacoin will be available on the Web, Desktop
(Windows, MacOS, Linux), mobile (iOS, Android)

Execute buy/sell orders at almost no charge. Earn
rewards and tokens while you trade on the market.

Utilize your business and services by using the simple
Pimapay mechanism to generate your tokens for
utility use.

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION OF PIMACOIN WITHIN
OUR ECOSYSTEM

Limited amount of pre-mined pimacoin will be issued during the coin sale. This in return can become
profitable either by being traded against other currencies, hoarded, and even sent to
somone with or without a Pimacoin wallet.

We will be sharing profit generated by the platform to all Pimacoin holders.

Pimapay is a comprehensive and multifunctional system built with both business
owners and end users in mind. Sending and receiving money becomes very easy and
the integration of Pimapay can be implemented through a merchant API (simple to do).

For sponsorship and partners: support@pimapay.com

